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A. Books and Papers


B. Articles and Excerpts
From Book:


*20. ________. A new deal in Indian education. Sch Trust 17:14-15+ Mr'65.


*43. Humphries, C.W. Teaching the affluent about our hungry years. Mon Morn 2:28-30 0'67.


*46. Karnes, Merle B. Projects for involving disadvantaged families in the education of their pre-school children. Special Ed 43:16-21 (Convention issue '69)


*55. Lavallée, Mary Ann. Too little and too late. \textit{Arbos} 5:26-9 N-D'68.


*58. Leviston, Merna. Is grade one too late? \textit{Quest} 3:28-9 Mr-Ap'66


60. Linton, Thomas E. Social and cultural factors in deviant classroom behavior. \textit{Canada's Mental Health Supplement} No. 52, J1-A'66.


*63. __________. What's the poverty problem? \textit{Northian} 6:24-8 Summer '69.

*64. Lovekin, J.P. A focus on Indian education. \textit{OTF Reporter} 15:5-8 0'69.


*70. Malcolm, Marion. Teaching under siege. \textit{Mag Sch} 1:7-38 Summer '67.

*72. Mann, Gordon F. Operation Head-Start. Curric Bull (Ont.) 1:7-9, Ja'69.

*73. Martell, George. What can I do right now? Mag Sch 3:12-34 Summer '69.


85. ______. A little bit of mo goes a long way. Mon Morn 3:22-3 My'69.

*86. ______. No reason to smile. Mon Morn 2:30-1 Ja'68.


*89. Pre-school opportunities in a Winnipeg slum. Mon Morn 2:10-11 O'67.
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* 94. Ravatn, Ingrid. Why teach in the slums? Man Teach 46:3-6 Ja-F'68.


* 96. "Class legislation" gap between rich, poor charged to high school, college programs. Sch Prog 35:60 Ap'66.

* 97. Room at the bottom. BC Teach 45:93 D'65.

98. Renaud, André. Education from within; part one: anthropological definition of curriculum development with children of Indian background. Northian 2:2-10 O'65.


*100. Glendon seminar, red power...white bureaucracy...the divided Indians. Northian 6:24-8 Ja'69.


*103. St. John, J. Bascom. School, the home, the child. Ont Ed 1:5-6+ Ja-F'69.


*110.  Teaching the culturally disadvantaged language instruction. *Northian 6:36 Summer '69.


*118. Thomson, Mearl L. E.N.O.C. is beginning to show results: Hamilton's inner-city program makes school an important part of the small child's life. *Curric Bull (Ont) 1:3-5 Ja'69.


121. Weihs, Ronald. Education be *w the salt. *Univ Tor Grad 2:57-68 Summer '69.


*124. Young, Monica. One inner-city school keeps open house two nights a week. Curric Bull (Ont) 1:21 Ja'69.
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